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Why a Public Art Master Plan?

CHAPTER 1
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In 2013, the City of Longview undertook a Comprehensive Plan
study. With a population of over 80,000 residents, and a unique
position in the Northeast Texas Region, the City serves as the
county seat and a regional hub for services and entertainment.
The Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee brought together
a group of residents with unique experiences, backgrounds and
interests which helped facilitate discussion and ensured a variety
of perspectives and opinions were ultimately considered during
plan formation. Members represented government, education,
business and nonprofits including several who were actively
involved in Longview arts organizations. Extensive community input
indicated the greater community was interested in having more
cultural arts infrastructure and the final plan, adopted in 2015
called for the development of a public arts master plan:
IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX:
NEIGHBORHOOD & COMMUNITY LIVABILITY
Action Item 8.1: Develop a public arts master plan. Public art
is ideally site-specific and attuned to its social, economic, and
environmental context. The development and adoption of a public
art master plan can provide an opportunity to establish a shared
vision for Longview’s public realm and to coordinate the activities of
multiple stakeholders.
In 2018, a task force of community arts advocates assembled to
guide Longview in obtaining a Cultural District designation from
the Texas Commission on the Arts. With the information garnered
from the 2015 Comprehensive Plan and additional community
input, Arts!Longview was formed and in September 2019
Longview joined 42 other recognized Cultural Districts throughout
Texas.
With these significant accomplishments in place, it is now time for
Longview to create the long anticipated Public Art Master Plan to
guide the City in making future public art decisions in the midst of
an ever-growing appreciation of the arts.
This Master Plan celebrates the characteristics that make Longview
unique and incorporates the initiatives already in place as
guidance from previously successful projects such as the Gregg
County Historical Museum’s Balloon Sculpture Project and Keep
Longview Beautiful’s “ART from the heART” which has placed a
variety of sculptures around the community.

Public art is a vital tool for Longview in creating
distinctiveness and the Plan sets out specific opportunities to
contribute to that vision through the placement of installations
throughout the community.
The program is flexible, identifies parameters and
provides direction for ongoing program development and
management.
This Plan seeks to update the existing mechanism in which
public art is obtained and displayed throughout the City of
Longview and provides a framework to manage the existing
collection.

Mural, Teague Park Amphitheater
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What is the existing
mechanism that funds
public art?

Currently, public art is funded through project
specific donations in cooperation with individuals,
corporations, various non-profit organizations,
municipal departments and private property
owners. For example, the Gregg County
Historical Museum’s Balloon Sculpture Project,
created in 2019, served as both a fund-raiser
for the Museum and a celebration of Longview’s
Sesquicentennial in 2020. The project has
allowed for the placement of 5’6” customized
balloons to be installed at City facilities
(Longview Public Library, Longview Convention
Complex and Longview Animal Care and
Adoption Center), on downtown streets and in
front of businesses.
All placement was coordinated between the
City’s Development Services Department,
property owners, the Museum and the
sponsors / donors. Due to the success and
popularity of the program, it is anticipated that
balloons will continue to be placed throughout
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the community to celebrate Gregg County’s
designation by the 83rd Texas Legislature in
2013 as “The Balloon Race Capital of Texas.”
The 2015 Comprehensive Plan encourages
public/private participation and cooperation in
beautification efforts and urban design related
projects.
As the Public Art Initiative expands, it is
envisioned that significant Public / Private
Partnerships will continue to be the primary
mechanism to achieve an expanded program.
Additionally, the City of Longview will establish
a donated revenue account to allow for public
participation in the Public Art Program and to
provide for on-going maintenance costs.

Longview150 Balloon Sculpture, Longview Public Library

Fun at the Pond, The Green
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Who provided input for the
Public Art Master Plan?
The Public Art Master Plan is a collaborative effort built on input
from a variety of community members and organizations. In
order to understand the desires of the residents and the needs
of the City, guidance was obtained from the Comprehensive
Plan, the Arts!Longview 5-Year Plan, Keep Longview Beautiful’s
ART from the heART Program and Longview’s Downtown Small
Area Study all of which had extensive community input during
their development. Additional guidance was made available
from the Texas Commission on the Arts and from other Texas
Communities’ plans. The final plan was reviewed by pertinent
City Staff before being presented to the Cultural Activities
Advisory Committee and ultimately to the Longview City Council
for adoption.
In addition to the thousands of survey responses and input
received from hundreds of individuals attending public meetings
during the various planning initiatives, additional feedback has
been received from area Arts and Cultural organizations, City
staff and Public Art advocates. These current perspectives took
into consideration past accomplishments and emphasized the
need to consider the future.
TB&T Balloon Unveiling, Downtown Longview
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THEMES TO STEER PUBLIC ART
DECISION-MAKING
Information provided by the source Plans and Organizations including stakeholder input and survey
responses provided themes to guide decision making:
1. Public art is a creator of public space and adds vibrancy and promotes a strong
identity within a community.
2. Longview residents desire to be a community that instills passion and pride for the love
of its city and where all citizens are proud to call Longview their HOME.
3. Public art can promote a community that encourages cross-cultural understanding,
nurturing, respect and celebration.
4. Public art can build on Longview’s historical significance and heritage, can celebrate our
natural beauty and strengthen Longview’s image, identity and character to foster a
distinctive and appealing place to live and visit.
5. High quality public art can represent the highest expression of culture and elevate the
profile of Longview.

Pinecones, Texas 31 and Spur 63
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PROGRAM MISSION

The mission of Longview’s Public Art Program is to enrich the community both culturally and aesthetically
by integrating the vision and work of artists into public places.

PROGRAM VISION

Longview’s public art reflects the innovation that enhances our quality of life while celebrating our strong
collaborative community that constantly strives to inspire and promote a love of the arts, our history and
culture.

GOALS
● To further the development and awareness of and interest in the visual arts.
● To create an enhanced, interactive visual environment for Longview residents.
● To commemorate Longview’s rich cultural and ethnic diversity.
● To promote and encourage public and private art programs which contribute to the quality
of life.
● To promote tourism and economic vitality in Longview through the artistic enhancement of
public spaces.
● To engage community partners to build support for public art.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
● Allows for artistic creativity and innovation.
● Is community and site-oriented.
● Is sensitive to community history, strengths, and aspirations.
● Is developed in an open, informed atmosphere.
● Articulates the values and vision of the community.
● Is designed for a diverse and ever-changing audience.
● Represents a variety of artistic media and forms of expression.
● Will be maintained for people to enjoy.

The Herd, Paul G. Boorman Trail
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Community Character Framework
As a result of the Comprehensive Planning
process, clear elements emerged of both what
makes Longview unique and how Longview
wants to define itself moving into the future.
These elements are defined below in the
Community Character Framework. A major
goal of the Public Art Master Plan is to focus
on the management of the existing collection
and on building a cohesive collection in the
future. Residents, business owners, and other
stakeholders contributed their thoughts on what
Longview represents and what is important to
the community. By using this community-defined
essence, the City can facilitate a future of
art that is meaningful, locally based, and will
resonate with residents and visitors alike.
The following framework becomes a family of
components that speak to the core identity of
the City and should be used to evaluate artwork
including private donations of art. Those who
are considering making art for Longview can use
this document to become inspired by our unique
11

qualities and desires and add Longview-specific
ideas into creative projects.
Any ideas for art – from traditional pieces to
the avant-garde and from the diminutive scale
to the monumental – can be created using
the framework. Public art in Longview should
express the affection and pride of residents;
standing out among other communities within the
Northeast Texas region as a place that values
creativity and excellence.
Artists may mix and match these elements into
their designs or emphasize one element over
another to accentuate what is most important
to them and how they see Longview. However
creatively the components of the Community
Character Framework are interpreted, they
will serve as a reflection of the City and as an
inspiration to the creative process.

Longview Letters, Heritage Plaza
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LONGVIEW
A BRIEF HISTORY

In 1870, O.H. Methvin deeded one hundred
acres of land to the Southern Pacific Railroad for
the price of one dollar. The result was the birth
of a new town in the heart of the East Texas
piney woods. Today, the original one hundred
acres is commonly recognized as downtown
Longview – named for the “long view” from
Rock Hill when railroad surveyors laid out the
town site in 1870. The City of Longview was
incorporated on May 17, 1871. As a railroad,
agricultural, and lumber center, Longview
became the seat of Gregg County in 1873.
Since 1931, when the nearby Lathrop Discovery
Oil Well made the East Texas Oil Field the
world’s largest field at the time, Longview has
been a petroleum, financial, industrial, medical,
cultural, and religious hub. Today, Longview
continues to be viewed as the center of a large
regional area and has expanded its market
influence into the retail and entertainment
sectors as well.
Longview’s original one hundred acres is
preserved through the One Hundred Acres
of Heritage Foundation which has opened a
community park downtown to commemorate
the city’s history and to serve as a gathering
place for Longview citizens. With community
designations as an Urban Main Street City, a
Union Pacific Train Town in the USA, a Keep
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Texas Beautiful Gold Star Affiliate for Keep
Longview Beautiful and a Texas Commission
on the Arts Cultural District for Arts!Longview,
Longview’s rich history continues to guide
development in her third century.
Longview’s 54.8 square miles of incorporated
city limits includes four school districts (Longview
I.S.D…..the Lobos, Pine Tree I.S.D…..the Pirates,
Spring Hill I.S.D…..the Panthers, and Hallsville
I.S.D…..the Bobcats.) With more than 600 acres
of parkland including an extensive trail system
and the Longview Arboretum and Nature Center,
Longview’s citizens embrace the beauty of urban
forests and the advantages of a favorable
climate. The Arts and Cultural offerings
within the community also entice residents and
visitors to enjoy visual and performing arts
and numerous cultural activities at a variety of
locations.
The City of Longview’s unique and diverse
history serves as a guide for future development
throughout the community. In the following
section are attributes that help to create our
unique community and make us who we are.
The Community Character Framework should be
used by artists and others working in Longview
to understand the community and to draw
inspiration for projects of all kinds.

LONGVIEW’S
ATTRIBUTES

PREMIER
COMMUNITY

Recognized as most livable city in
Northeast Texas

Strengthen Longview’s image, identity
& character to foster a distinctive &
appealing place to live and visit

CULTURAL
DIVERSITY

HERITAGE

Encourage cross-cultural understanding,
nurturing, respect, and celebration
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WELCOMING
ENVIRONMENT

Build on Longview’s historical
significance and heritage

LONGVIEW’S
ATTRIBUTES

NATURAL BEAUTY
Enhance natural beauty & preserve
natural resources

Create a thriving city that attracts people
of all ages & fosters a family-friendly
atmosphere

ECONOMICALLY
DIVERSIFIED

ATTRACT VIBRANT
PEOPLE

Agricultural Heritage, Petroleum,
Manufacturing, Technology, Education,
Retail, Entertainment
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FOCUS ON
FAMILIES

Invest in designated areas to create an
urban mixed-use environment to attract
people and create sense of place

Vital Signs, Paul G. Boorman Trail
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The Vision at Work

CHAPTER 2
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PROGRAM VISION
Longview’s public art reflects the innovation that enhances our
quality of life while celebrating our strong collaborative community
that constantly strives to inspire and promote a love of the arts, our
history and culture.
Longview’s Public Art Collection will:
1. Be integrated into the existing environment while
giving consideration to future plans.
2. Consider utilization of showpiece elements to make a
statement.
3. Be the result of collaboration with donors, landowners or property-managers, governmental
agencies, associated non-profits and artists.
4. Be community and family oriented.
Civic Art Projects include:
Paintings, murals, utility boxes, prints, drawings, photographs, videos,
films, decorations, stained glass, statues, sculptures, monuments,
fountains, arches, or other structures of permanent character located
on City property.

Time in the Moment, Longview Convention Complex

STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE THE
MISSION, VISION, AND GOALS
All stakeholders will consider the following strategies to ultimately achieve Longview’s Public Art Goals.

LOCATION STRATEGY

Comprehensive Plan Objective: To develop gateway and main corridor standards and themes that generate
a positive first impression.

GATEWAYS: Public Art at these sites can help
communicate a sense of place as residents and
visitors enter the community, a neighborhood,
a development or an area such as the Cultural
District.

PARKS & OPEN SPACE: Longview’s robust
and diversified Park System has numerous
opportunities for Public Art placement. The
Parks, Recreation & Open Space Master Plan
provides park facility information that can serve
as a development guide.

STREETS & HIGHWAYS: In addition to
Interstate 20, Longview is impacted by U.S.
Hwy 80, State Hwy 31, U.S. Hwy 259, Spur
63, Spur 502, Loop 281, State Hwy 300,
FM 1845, and FM 1844 as well as numerous
City thoroughfares such as George Richey
Road, Cotton Street and Mobberly Avenue.
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Highways provide a great opportunity for
Public Art at varying scales and perspectives
with proper jurisdictional coordination and a
focus on scale and safety. The Comprehensive
Plan calls for the establishment of an Entry and
Corridor Maintenance Plan to ensure high quality
visual aesthetics of major entry points and key
corridors.
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES: With an inventory
of more than 50 facilities, there are numerous
opportunities for Public Art installation to include
sculptures, interior and exterior murals, visual art
displays (oils, photographs, watercolors etc.,) and
even temporary art. Potential sites range from
the Longview Convention Complex to Recreation
Centers to Fire Stations among others.

Longview Sign, Loop 281

INTEGRATION STRATEGY

In order to integrate Public Art throughout Longview in a thoughtful manner, evaluation criteria have
been developed that will help the Cultural Activities Advisory Committee, City Staff, Donors and Artists
select optimal locations for the Art.
1. Visibility of Location
2. Geographic Diversity / Community-wide Opportunities
3. Viewing or Interaction Opportunities, viability from many angles.
4. If an interior facility placement, should be in publicly accessible areas.
5. If an exterior installation, the art should be within view of a public road or right-of-way.
6. Donor preference.
7. Compliance with existing State and Local criteria as applicable.

STRATEGY TO ENCOURAGE PUBLIC ART IN
PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT

Longview encourages Public Art as a design element in non-residential development to include shopping
districts, commercial developments, large mixed use commercial developments and others deemed
suitable by the Development Services Department.
Art within commercial developments that have a high level of detail must be located in an area that
is accessible and safe for interaction. Art located in rights-of-way and in non-accessible areas should
have a low level of detail and be visible from a greater distance.

5 Children In Tree, Flewellen Park
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1. Maintain a comprehensive inventory of Public Art.
2. Increase awareness of the Program and the existing
collection utilizing all available avenues.
3. Work with partner organizations to communicate
Program assets and parameters.
4. Highly recognize and publicize new acquisitions.
5. Identify maintenance issues and concerns and take
the necessary programmatic steps to ameliorate
those challenges.
6. Research and solicit outside funding from local and
national non-profits and corporate and private
donors.
7. Continually support and encourage public/private
partnerships.
8. Encourage events to be sited with or to incorporate
Public Art. Events might include concerts, festivals,
scavenger hunts etc.
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CHAPTER 3

TO DO

Public Art Action Plan

This Public Art Master Plan and its on-going implementation requires
collaboration on a wide-spread scale. City Staff will collaborate
with the Longview Cultural Activities Advisory Committee and
other critical decision making entities to ensure clear and consistent
interpretation of the Plan.

